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GENERAL

The eBook is optimized for use on Mobile Phones. Therefore

the fonts are very large when printed on viewed on big

screens.

includes the  and  for

the trek. Information on 

arrangements are provided in a separate �le.

This eBook Hiking Maps Guidebook

lodging and transportation

 refer to

points on the maps: For Example, Point [ ] map .

Locations in brackets throughout the eBook
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 are given for as links to Google-Maps and

Waze. Use Google-Maps when you want to reach the

location on foot. Use Waze when you want to take a taxi to a

location, or to verify that the taxi/shuttle drops you off at the

correct spot.

GPS coordinates

We will use from time to time 2 Hebrew terms:

 – Translates to stream. However, in Israel, a Nahal

can be a stream with �owing water, but could also be a dry

ravine or wadi.

 – Translates to spring. Because Israel is a dry country,

every minor natural water source has a name and is marked

on the map. Some of these springs are very small and

provide a small amount of water and only during the winter,

while others can have decent water �ow all year round.

Israeli hikers pay high respect to each spring. They are called

in Hebrew "Ein" or "Maayan"

"Nahal"

"Ein"

 On the longer days we usually 

. If you choose any of these shorter options, 

 of the

trek. You will reach the alternative trailhead with a taxi. In

some cases, when possible, it is done without any additional

cost. In other cases, additional cost must be applied. You can

also change your mind regarding your chosen shortening

options during the trek and we will do our best to

accommodate.

Shortcuts: offer also shorter

options you

need to inform us several days before the start

https://hike-israel.com/
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Never cross fences or leave trails while

hiking the Golan!

GOLAN TRAIL MARKINGS
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DAY 1 – FROM MOUNT HERMON TO ODEM

Mount Hermon lower parking lot. Reach by Taxi

( ) 

Trailhead: 

Waze

 Moshav Odem. (To accomodation).Trail-end:

 20 Km (7-9 Hours) / Climb: 400 mDistance:

In Odem there is no grocery store nor a

restaurant. Therefore, our recommendation is to get supplies

on your way at Masade [2A]. Masada is also a great place to

have lunch, with a good selection of restaurants on the main

street, offering mainly local Druze dishes. The only dinner you

can buy at Odem is a Pizza in the Golan Heights Hostel. If you

stay in the hostel, there is also a shared kitchen and basic

food supplies on sale. In Odem there is also a nice 

 that you can visit and taste some local wine.

Food & Dining: 

Local

winery

Take care to leave the Golan trail at point 3A and

follow the dirt road down towards Odem!

Navigation:  

Start at Majdal Shams. 14 Km. (No additional

cost)( ).

Short option : 

Waze

https://hike-israel.com/
https://www.waze.com/ul?ll=33.28959039%2C35.76092720&navigate=yes&zoom=17
https://goo.gl/maps/MFEuq1ft7y4zp9Ri6
https://ul.waze.com/ul?ll=33.26520928%2C35.76453209&navigate=yes&zoom=16&utm_campaign=default&utm_source=waze_website&utm_medium=lm_share_location
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GUIDE (For Day 1)

Source . Altitude: 2,814 (In

Syria). Highest Summit in Israel: 2,224 The Hermon is a

narrow mountain ridge that forms the Lebanon-Syria

boundary along its spine. The ridge is about 70km long, but

only 10% of its southern area is inside the land of Israel. The

highest peak is 2814 m, and it is in Syria. The highest point in

Israel is 2224 meters, but it is part of a military outpost and

closed to the public. What we are left with to visit is a 2020 m

summit. Because of its signi�cant height, Mount Hermon

captures a great deal of precipitation compared with the

surroundings. The mountain gets snowfall each year and has

a white cap typically between December and April. In mid-

winter, the snowline starts around 1500-1700 m. Although it

gets about 1500 mm of annual rainfall, no major rivers are

running down the Hermon. Most of the water seeps into the

limestone rocks, feeding powerful springs that form at the

base of the mountain. These springs are the major source of

the Jordan river. The Hermon Ski Resort is the only ski resort

in Israel and attracts many skiers and families with kids that

come to see the snow (A rare sight for Israelis)

Mount Hermon – Israel by Foot

.  

https://hike-israel.com/
https://hike-israel.com/nature-in-israel/israel-mountains/#hermon
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 - Source:   Lake Ram (Brekhat Ram in

Hebrew) is a crater lake in the northeastern Golan Heights,

near Mount Hermon. The sources of the lake are rain-water

and an underground springs. The lake has no outlet. It is

known in Hebrew as ‘Brekhat Ram’ (also written Berekhat

Ram), meaning a high pool. It is also called Birket Ram, using

the Arabic word for a pond.  According to The Talmud,

Sanhedrin 108a, Brekhat Ram is one of three underground

springs, along with Hamat Gader in the southeastern Golan

Heights and Hamat Tiberias, that opened up in the Flood of

Noah and didn’t close up again after the �ood. In a local

Druze legend, the lake is the ‘eye’ of the ‘sheik’s wife, the

name for a hill nearby. Mount Hermon (in Arabic Jabal al-

Shaykh, ‘Mountain of the Sheikh’), referred to as the sheik

himself, is supposed to have been separated from the wife,

after which her eye �lled with tears.

Lake Ram [2] Wikipedia

 – Source  Mas’ade is a Druze village in

the northern Golan Heights. It covers an area of 11,985

dunams (11.985 km2; 4.627 sq mi), and in 2018 had a

population of 3,650. It was given the status of a local council

in 1982. Its inhabitants are mostly Syrian citizens and have

permanent residency in Israel. Since the adoption of the 1981

Golan Heights Law, Mas’ade is under Israeli civil law and

incorporated into the Israeli system of local councils.

Masade [2A] Wikipedia

Mas’ade is one of the four remaining Druze-Syrian

communities on the Israeli side of the Golan Heights and on

Mount Hermon, together with Majdal Shams, Ein Qiniyye

and Buq’ata.

https://hike-israel.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Ram
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mas%27ade
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 – Source Israel by Foot. Mount Odem is a

dormant volcano in the Golan Heights. The mountain is in

the area of the Odem Forest Reserve, located between

Massada (Druze Village) in the north and Kibbutz El Rom in

the south. The mountain is named after the color of the soil

(Odem in Hebrew means Reddish). Mount Odem is part of

the Israeli line of mounds. The mountain consists of reddish-

purple scoria. There are two mounds to the mountain: one -

west and the other - north. At the summit of the mountain,

there is an uncrewed IDF station for emergencies. In the

eastern side, agricultural terraces, which include vineyards.

Mount Odem [3A]

 – Source  Odem is an Israeli

settlement and communal moshav in the northern part of

the Golan Heights. Located on Mount Odem, at the height of

1,090 meters (3,580 ft) above sea level, it is the second-highest

town in Israel. It is surrounded by the Odem Forest and falls

under the jurisdiction of the Golan Regional Council. In 2018 it

had a population of 139. Odem means ruby and signi�es the

red color. In this case, it refers to the color of the rocks of

Mount Odem, an extinct volcano. The primary industries are a

factory that manufactures plastic for furniture and an optics

factory that produces protective lenses and safety goggles.

Odem Mountain Winery is also located there.

Moshav Odem [3] Wikipedia

https://hike-israel.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odem
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MAPS (For Day 1) - Overview 
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Map 2 (TrailHead)
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Map 3  (Section 1)
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Map 5  (Trail End)

To be Continued...
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